Season of the Bruja
by Aaron Duran
YGN Season
From a young age, Althalia knew she would someday be the last of her kind—a bruja, tasked with keeping the power and stories of the ancient ways from fading fully into history.

Huda F Cares
by Huda Fahmy
YGN Biography Fahmy
This summer’s exercise in Fahmy-family-sisterly bonding involves a trip to Disney World—which seems like it is headed for disaster when Huda gets into a fight with a boy making fun of her hijab.

Sunshine
by Jarrett Krosoczka
YGN Biography Krosoczka
The author shares his extraordinary experiences as a counselor at Camp Sunshine, a camp for seriously ill kids and their families.

Family Style: Memories of an American from Vietnam
by Thien Pham
YGN Biography Pham
Told through the lens of meaningful food and meals, the author’s childhood immigration to America is chronicled as he and his family search for belonging, for happiness, and for the American dream.

Hungry Ghost
by Victoria Ying
YGN Ying
After the sudden death of her father, 16-year-old Valerie Chu, who is hiding an eating disorder from her friends and family, reevaluates her life.

Hollow
by Shannon Watters
YGN Watters
When Isabel “Izzy” Crane moves to Sleepy Hollow, she becomes friends with, then falls for, Vicki Van Tassel, and together with their prankster friend Croc Byun, the trio must break the Van Tassel family curse.

The Infinity Particle
by Wendy Xu
YGN Xu
Clementine Chang moves from Earth to Mars for a new start and is lucky enough to land her dream job with Dr. Marcella Lin, an Artificial Intelligence pioneer.
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YGN Watters
When Isabel “Izzy” Crane moves to Sleepy Hollow, she becomes friends with, then falls for, Vicki Van Tassel, and together with their prankster friend Croc Byun, the trio must break the Van Tassel family curse.

The Infinity Particle
by Wendy Xu
YGN Xu
Clementine Chang moves from Earth to Mars for a new start and is lucky enough to land her dream job with Dr. Marcella Lin, an Artificial Intelligence pioneer.

Hungry Ghost
by Victoria Ying
YGN Ying
After the sudden death of her father, 16-year-old Valerie Chu, who is hiding an eating disorder from her friends and family, reevaluates her life.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Graphic Novel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Fox Point's Own Gemma Hopper**  
by Brie Spangler  
JGN Spangler  
Baseball-obsessed seventh-grader Gemma Hopper is busy keeping her family's house running and wondering if she has what it takes to make it to the big leagues. |

| **Lost in Taiwan**  
by Mark Crilley  
YGN Crilley  
When Paul becomes lost in Taiwan, he meets Pei-Jing, who teaches him about the local culture as she helps him find his way home. |

| **The Evil Secret Society of Cats**  
by Pandania  
YGN Evil  
Under the direction of the purple-caped Feline Commander, the Evil Secret Society of Cats schemes against humanity in a series of humorous stories as adorable as they are diabolical. |

| **Project Nought**  
by Chelsey Furedi  
YGN Furedi  
Ren Mittal's last memory in the year 1996 is getting on a bus to visit his mystery pen pal Georgia. When he wakes up in 2122, he thinks he might be hallucinating—he's not! |

| **Girl Taking Over: a Lois Lane Story**  
by Sarah Kuhn  
YGN Lois  
Ambitious aspiring journalist Lois Lane is ready to tackle a summer in the city with gusto, but a cascade of setbacks threatens to derail her life plan, so when she uncovers a potentially explosive scandal, she must stand up and speak out for the future she deserves. |

| **Lost Boy**  
by Jay Martin  
YGN Martin  
In the aftermath of a deadly car accident in the remote Wyoming wilderness, a young boy escapes as the sole survivor. Stranded and freezing, he struggles to stay alive as he attempts to find his way back to civilization. |

| **The Princess and the Grilled Cheese Sandwich**  
by Deya Muniz  
YGN Muniz  
Cam disguises herself as a man to inherit her father's money and estate, and though she tries to keep a low profile, she ends up falling for Crown Princess Brie. |

| **Monstrous: A Transracial Adoption Story**  
by Sarah Myer  
YGN Myer  
Bullied by her classmates, Sarah, a Korean American girl growing up in a rural community with few Asian neighbors, channels her rage into her art and cosplay until it threatens to explode. |

| **Danger and Other Unknown Risks**  
by Ryan North  
YGN North  
The world has ended, Earth is now unstable due to magic. Marguerite and her dog have trained their whole lives to stop the deadly chaos—or so they think. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Young Adult Graphic Novel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Frontera**  
by Julio Anta  
YGN Anta  
Mateo makes the dangerous journey back home to the United States through the Sonoran Desert with the help of a new friend, a ghost named Guillermo. |

| **Batman, Wayne Family Adventures**  
by CRC Payne  
YGN Batman Family  
Batman needs a break. But with new vigilante Duke Thomas moving into Wayne Manor and an endless supply of adopted superhero children to manage, Bruce Wayne is going to have his hands full. |

| **Global**  
by Eoin Colfer  
YGN Colfer  
Sami and Yuki, who live on different continents, are impacted by the effects of climate change. |

| **The Evil Secret Society of Cats**  
by Pandania  
YGN Evil  
Under the direction of the purple-caped Feline Commander, the Evil Secret Society of Cats schemes against humanity in a series of humorous stories as adorable as they are diabolical. |

| **Project Nought**  
by Chelsey Furedi  
YGN Furedi  
Ren Mittal's last memory in the year 1996 is getting on a bus to visit his mystery pen pal Georgia. When he wakes up in 2122, he thinks he might be hallucinating—he's not! |

| **Girl Taking Over: a Lois Lane Story**  
by Sarah Kuhn  
YGN Lois  
Ambitious aspiring journalist Lois Lane is ready to tackle a summer in the city with gusto, but a cascade of setbacks threatens to derail her life plan, so when she uncovers a potentially explosive scandal, she must stand up and speak out for the future she deserves. |

| **Lost Boy**  
by Jay Martin  
YGN Martin  
In the aftermath of a deadly car accident in the remote Wyoming wilderness, a young boy escapes as the sole survivor. Stranded and freezing, he struggles to stay alive as he attempts to find his way back to civilization. |

| **The Princess and the Grilled Cheese Sandwich**  
by Deya Muniz  
YGN Muniz  
Cam disguises herself as a man to inherit her father's money and estate, and though she tries to keep a low profile, she ends up falling for Crown Princess Brie. |

| **Monstrous: A Transracial Adoption Story**  
by Sarah Myer  
YGN Myer  
Bullied by her classmates, Sarah, a Korean American girl growing up in a rural community with few Asian neighbors, channels her rage into her art and cosplay until it threatens to explode. |

| **Danger and Other Unknown Risks**  
by Ryan North  
YGN North  
The world has ended, Earth is now unstable due to magic. Marguerite and her dog have trained their whole lives to stop the deadly chaos—or so they think. |